Present: Mike Christoff (Principal), Mike Logan (Teacher), Jillian Gleason (Counselor), Lisa Freedberg (Teacher) Wendy Gorelik (Parent), Robert Villarreal (Parent), Debrah Locke (Parent, virtually)

1. Welcome
2. Staffing Updates
   a. Hired Math, MLL resource, waiting on CCT and SAL, Dean of Instruction in progress
   b. CCTM Para not returning, Christoff will report back in May on what we can do with that money.
3. Choice and Enrollment - Updates for Enrollment for next year:
   a. 1,412 is the number of students currently in Infinite Campus, some will go to other area schools or change their mind
   b. 1,345 is what was projected
4. CSC Membership for next year
   a. Jillian Gleason’s term is up and Mr. Christoff will reach out to staff
5. Safety and Security
   a. Mr. Christoff met with other Principals and the Superintendent and was able to voice his concerns/TJs struggles with safety,
      i. Only having 1 safety/security officer on campus
      ii. Students with weapons charges or concerns need to be on a different plan or have other consequences/options for schooling
      iii. A need for more security cameras
      iv. Vaping detection in the bathrooms
   b. Reminding Parents/Families and Students to complete safety surveys and Your Voice surveys as a way to provide feedback
6. For Next Meeting: Monday May 22nd
   a. Review the budget one more time
   b. CSC trainings and protocols for next year (public meetings, publishing agendas and minutes, calendar/timeline of meeting topics) Resources such as the Budget Guidance Document